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Cylindrical Langmuir probes beyond the orbital-motion-limited regime
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The currentI to a cylindrical probe at rest in an unmagnetized plasma, with probe bias highly
positive, is determined. The wayI lags behind the orbital-motion-limited~OML! current, I OML

}R, as the radiusR exceeds the maximum radius for the OML regime to hold, is of interest for
space-tether applications. The ratioI /I OML is roughly a decreasing function ofR/lDe2Rmax/lDe,
which is independent of bias, withlDe the electron Debye length andRmax/lDe roughly an
increasing function of the temperature ratio,Ti /Te . The dependence of current on ion energy is
used to discuss the effect of probe motion through the plasma, a case applying to tethers in low orbit.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!00210-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of conductive space tethers with
magnetized ionosphere has potential applications that ra
from power generation and propulsion~or drag for deorbit-
ing purposes!,1,2 to the use of wave and particle emissions.3–5

The basic problem is how to collect ionospheric electro
The small electron gyroradius and Debye length co
greatly reduce collection through magnetic guiding and e
tric shielding. Using the thin tether itself~left bare over ki-
lometers of its length! as the anode offers the benefits of~1!
passive electron collection over a large area with no shi
ing or magnetic effects6 and~2! relative insensitivity to regu-
lar drops in plasma density along its orbit.7 A National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration experiment~Propulsive
Small Expendable Deployer System! will test bare-tether
collection this year in a Delta-2 orbital flight. Bare tethers a
being considered for reboost of both the Russian MIR a
the International Space Stations, as well as for future us
the Jovian system.

A bare tether collects current as a cylindrical Langm
probe. The electron currentI to a long cylinder at rest in a
collisionless, unmagnetized, Maxwellian plasma of dens
N` and temperaturesTe andTi , may be written as

I 5I th3a function of eFP /kTe , R/lDe, Ti /Te ,

where I th[2pRL3eN`3AkTe/2pme is the random cur-
rent, lDe is the Debye length, andR, L, andFP are probe
radius, length, and bias. For cylinders thin enough, howe
I /I th only depends oneFP /kTe . This is the orbital-motion-
limited ~OML! regime; at high bias~eFP /kTe;103 for a
typical tether! one has

I OML'I th3A4eFP /pkTe

52RLeǸ A2eFP /me ~eFP@kTe!. ~1!

a!Electronic mail: jrs@faia.upm.es
4321070-664X/2000/7(10)/4320/6/$17.00
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Actually, this equation is also valid for a noncircular cro
section if convex enough, with 1/p times its perimeter re-
placing 2R above.8

SinceI OML is proportional to radius~or perimeter! of the
cross section, a large current may require a large radiu
this is too large, however, the currentI will not reach the
OML value because of electrical effects. The maximum
diusRmax for the OML regime to hold with other paramete
fixed was determined recently.9 The maximum width of a
thin tape and conditions to have negligible effects from
magnetic field, and from electrons trapped in bounded orb
were also established in Ref. 9. Here we study the w
I /I OML drops below unity whenR goes aboveRmax at very
high bias, a matter of interest for the design of bare teth
In Sec. II we recollect the basic structure of the analysis
Ref. 9, and point out the new features of the present probl
In Sec. III we describe the scheme to calculate the curren
Sec. IV we discuss results onI /I OML ; its dependence on
Rmax, which varies with plasma parameters; and the effec
tether motion relative to the ionosphere.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE POTENTIAL

In general, determining electron trajectories to obtain
collected currentI requires solving Poisson’s equation fo
F(r )

lDi
2

r

d

dr
r

d

dr S eF

kTi
D5

Ne

N`
2

Ni

N`
'

Ne

N`
2expS 2

eF

kTi
D , ~2!

with boundary conditionsF5FP.0 at r 5R, F→0 as r
→`. The Boltzmann law used for the ion densityNi is quite
accurate at the high bias of interest. RegardingNe , since the
Vlasov equation conserves the distribution functionf e(r ,v)
along orbits, and trapped electrons may be ignored,9 we have
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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f e(r ,v)5 f eM(v`) ~undisturbed Maxwellian! if the r ,v orbit
traced back in time reaches infinity andf e(r ,v)50
otherwise.10 Since energy is also conserved andf eM is iso-
tropic, values forr ,v determine the value off eM in terms of
the local potentialF(r ).

Both densityNe at any radiusr and currentI can then be
written as integrals off eM over axial velocity and~allowed
ranges of! angular momentumJ and energyE in the perpen-
dicular plane, which are all three conserved. Defining

Jr~E![A2mer
2@E1eF~r !#, ~3!

Jr* ~E![minimum @Jr 8~E!;r 8>r #, ~4!

one finally arrives at9

Ne

N`
5E

0

` dE

pkTe
expS 2E

kTe
D

3F2 sin21
Jr* ~E!

Jr~E!
2sin21

JR* ~E!

Jr~E!
G , ~5!

I 5
2LeN`

me
3E

0

` dE

kTe
expS 2E

kTe
D JR* ~E!. ~6!

For givenr andE, valuesJ50 andJ5Jr(E) correspond to
zero azimuthal and radial velocities, respectively. In case
haveJr* (E),Jr(E), inward trajectories in the rangeJr* (E)
,J,Jr(E) are unpopulated; such electrons, if traced back
time, turn around at radii betweenr and the~larger! radius
where the minimum in~4! occurs: There is a barrier in th
radial effective potential energy. Note thatNe is a functional
of the full potential structure rather than a function of
local value. That structure, as determined in Ref. 9, can
illustrated by schematically displayingF versusFPR2/r 2,
with the ordinate-to-abscissa ratio proportional tor 2F
~Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. Schematics of potentialF vs FPR2/r 2 for R.Rmax ~maximum
radius for the OML regime to hold!. The plasma is quasineutral below poi
1, with no potential barriers below point 0. The ratioFr 2/FPR2 reaches a
large maximum at a pointm in the ion-free, broad region above thin, no
quasineutral layers at points 1 and 2.
e

n

e

The faraway quasineutral solution to~2!, Ne'Ni , be-
haves asF;1/r . As one moves up on the profile from th
origin in the figure,r 2F(r ) decreases to a minimum at som
radius r 0 . The quasineutral solution remains valid furth
above, up to a point 1 where2dF/dr diverges. Above point
1 there are two thin nonquasineutral layers that take the
lution to valuesF1!F!FP , and to a radiusr 2 a bit closer
to the probe; points 0–1 if drawn to scale would lie ve
close to the origin in Fig. 1 becauseeF0 and eF1 are of
order of kTi whereaseFP /kTi is very large. In the broad
region between radiir 2 and R the ion density is negligible,
and r 2F(r ) reaches a large maximum at some pointm be-
fore dropping toR2FP at the probe.

Note in Eqs.~3! and~4! that, for any particularr, having
Jr* (0)5Jr(0) suffices to makeJr* (E) equal toJr(E) for all
E>0; usingJr

2(0)}r 2F(r ), the no-barrier condition reads

r 82F~r 8!>r 2F~r !, r 8>r . ~7!

Since we have

d~r 2F!/dr.0, r .r 0 , ~8!

there are energy barriers at no radius below point 0 in Fig

Jr* ~E!5Jr~E! for E>0 ~r>r 0!. ~9!

Again, this can be illustrated by depicting the structure of
r-family of straight lines

J25Jr
2~E! or E5

J2

2mer
22eF~r !, ~10!

in the J22E plane~Fig. 2!. The line slope steepens mono
tonically asr decreases, moving up in Fig. 1, while the foo
J2(E50), varies as r 2F(r ). Property ~8! means that,
throughout the ranger .r 0 , the r-line moves to the left in
Fig. 2 for all positive energies. Past point 0, however,
line foot moves back to the right. Since we haver 1

2F1

.r 0
2F0 and r 1,r 0 , the r 0- and r 1-lines meet at some posi

tive energy, resulting in anr-dependent energy range wit
effective potential energy barriers.

The envelopeJ25Jenv
2 (E) of lines in the ranger 1,r

,r 0 is determined by the equationsJ22Jr
2(E)50, ]@J2

2Jr
2(E)#/]r 50, yielding the parametric representation

J25Jenv
2 ~r ![2mer

3edF/dr, ~11a!

E5Eenv~r ![2eF~r !2redF/dr. ~11b!

FIG. 2. Straight lines in theE ~energy! vs J2 ~squared angular momentum!
plane, for ther-family defined in Eq.~10!, J25Jr

2(E). Shown arer-lines for
the probe and for pointsm, 1, and 0 in Fig. 1, as well as the envelope
lines in ther 02r 1 range.
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The envelope lies to the left of all lines in that range, touc
ing each line at the point given by Eqs.~11a! and ~11b!; it
leaves ther 0-line at E50,11 and reaches ther 1-line asymp-
totically, asEenv and Jenv

2 diverge with 2dF/dr as r→r 1

~Fig. 2!. For each radius betweenr 0 andr 1 only that part of
the envelope below the touching point enters in the deter
nation of Jr* (E); we would thus haveJr* (E)5Jenv(E) for
E,Eenv(r ), andJr* (E)5Jr(E) otherwise. Asr approaches
r 1 , however,Eenv(r ) diverges makingJr* (E)5Jenv(E) valid
for all energies. AsF rises rapidly with decreasingr above
point 1 in Fig. 1, the line foot in Fig. 2 moves far to the righ
the line itself steepening moderately. Within thin layers a
broad region we would then have

Jr* ~E!5Jenv~E! for E>0 ~r<r 1!. ~12!

At point m in Fig. 1, the line foot turns again to the lef
finally ending at theR-line ~Fig. 2!, which is near-vertical
(R!r 1 ,E;kTe!eFP), and has its foot to the right of th
envelope, corresponding to point 0 lying below the diago
in Fig. 1. Clearly, Eq.~12! fails in some neighborhood of th
probe. AtR in particular, we have

JR* ~E!5Jenv~E! for 0,E,Ec , ~13a!

JR* ~E!5JR~E! for E.Ec , ~13b!

with Ec the energy at the crossing of envelope andR-line;
this results in a ratioI /I OML,1, orR.Rmax. Note that maxi-
mum ~OML! current in ~6! would only occur withJR* (E)
5JR(E) for all energies~no effective energy barrier forR!, a
condition requiring, according to~7!

r 2F~r !>R2Fp , r>R. ~14!

Point 0 would then lie at or above the diagonal in Fig. 1, a
the entireR line would appear to the left of the envelope
Fig. 2 (R<Rmax); with E!eFP we would haveJR(E)
'JR ~0!, ~6! then recovering Eq.~1! for the high-bias OML
law.

III. CALCULATION OF CURRENT

Using ~1! and ~6!, the ratioI /I OML takes the form

I

I OML
5E

0

` dE

kTe
expS 2E

kTe
D JR* ~E!

JR~0!
, ~15!

with JR* (E) given by Eqs. ~13a! and ~13b!, and JR(E)
5JR(0)5A2meR

2eFP. The integral above, therefore, mu
be split into separate integrals for intervals 0,E,Ec and
E.Ec . In the first interval one needsJenv(E), which in-
volves the structure of the potential in a narrow radial ran
Since the envelope is tangent to bothr 0 and r 1 lines, a
simple but accurate approximation forJenv(E) can be readily
obtained without actually knowingF(r )

Jenv
2 ~E!5Jr 1

2 ~E!2
2me~r 1

2eF12r 0
2eF0!2

r 1
2eF12r 0

2eF01~r 0
22r 1

2!E
. ~16!

We still need to solve Eq.~2! because the valuesr 0 , F0 , r 1 ,
and F1 are unknown and depend on the entire poten
structure.

In Eq. ~5! for the electron density we use~13a! and~13b!
for JR* (E), and appropriate expressions forJr* (E) at differ-
-

i-

d

l

d

.

l

ent r values or ranges. First, the quasineutrality relationNe

5Ni at point 0, withJr* (E) taken from~9!, yields

expS 2
eF0

kTi
D512E

0

` dE

pkTe
expS 2E

kTe
D sin21

JR* ~E!

Jr 0
~E!

.

~17!

Again, the quasineutrality relation at point 1, withJr* (E)
from ~12!, yields

expS 2
eF1

kTi
D5E

0

` dE

pkTe
expS 2E

kTe
D

3F2 sin21
Jenv~E!

Jr 1
~E!

2sin21
JR* ~E!

Jr 1
~E! G . ~18!

Since Eq.~12! holds in some neighborhood of point 1, th
derivative of the quasineutrality relation with respect toF at
r 1 ~wheredr/dF vanishes! finally gives

expS 2eF1

kTi
D 5E

0

` Ti exp~2E/kTe!dE

2pTe~E1eF1!

3F 2
Jenv~E!

AJr 1

2 ~E!2Jenv
2 ~E!

2
JR* ~E!

AJr 1

2 ~E!2JR*
2
~E!

G . ~19!

Note that the integrals in Eqs.~17!–~19! @and later integrals
also involvingJR* (E)# must each be split into energy rang
below and aboveEc , as with~15!. Those equations, togethe
with the relation definingEc

Jenv~Ec!5JR~Ec!'JR~0!, ~20!

serve to determine eF0 /kTi , eF1 /kTi , s1

[eFPR2/kTir 1
2, and r 1 /r 0 as functions of Te /Ti and

Ec /kTe . Equation~15! now gives

I /I OML5a function of Te /Ti , Ec /kTe . ~158!

One could then obtaineF0 /kTi , eF1 /kTi , s1 , and r 1 /r 0

as functions ofTe /Ti and I /I OML .
Since the quasineutral solution is singular atr 1 , the left-

hand-side of Eq.~2! must be retained in a thin layer abov
point 1 in Fig. 1, with charge densities expanded arou
point-1 values.9 At a radiusr 2 close tor 1 the potential itself
blows up to infinity, requiring a second nonquasineutral th
layer that just allows a smooth match to the solution in
broad region reaching to the probe. An analysis of the fi
layer as in Ref. 9 yields

s25s1F116.9S 2s1
2

lm D 1/5S lDi

R D 4/5S kTi

eFP
D 2/5G , ~21!

with s2[s13r 1
2/r 2

2, and m and l new functions ofTe /Ti

andEc /KTe
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m[E
0

` dE

pkTe
expS 2E

kTe
D F 2Jenv~E!

AJr 1

2 ~E!2Jenv
2 ~E!

2
JR* ~E!

AJr 1

2 ~E!2JR*
2
~E!

G , ~22!

l[2expS 2
eF1

kTi
D1E

0

` kTi
2dE exp~2E/kTe!

4pTe~E1eF1!2

3F 2Jenv~E!
3Jr 1

2 ~E!22Jenv
2 ~E!

~Jr 1

2 ~E!2Jenv
2 ~E!!3/2

2JR* ~E!
3Jr 1

2 ~E!22JR*
2
~E!

~Jr 1

2 ~E!2JR*
2
~E!!3/2G . ~23!

In the broad region above the thin layers we takeeF
@eF1;kTi , eF@E;kTe ~Fig. 1!, makingNi /N` negligi-
bly small in Eq. ~2!. Also, sincer-lines now lie far to the
right in Fig. 2 throughout most of this region, we simpli
the integral forNe /N` in ~5! by using Eq.~12! and the
approximations JR* (E);Jenv(E)!Jr(E), Jr(E)'Jr(0),
leading to

Ne

N`
'

k

p

R

r
AFP

F
, ~24!

k[E
0

` dE

kTe
expS 2E

kTe
D F2

Jenv~E!

JR~0!
2

JR* ~E!

JR~0!
G , ~25!

with k again a function ofTe /Ti andEc /kTe . Note that use
of Jr(E)'Jr(0) and ~12! fails nearr 1 and R respectively,
overestimatingNe , whereas takingJR* /Jr andJenv/Jr small
underestimatesNe and fails near bothr 1 and R. In the R
5Rmax @JR* (E)5JR(E)# case of Ref. 9 the exact value fo
Ne(r 5R) in Eq. ~5! is (1/2)N` , while the approximation in
Eq. ~24! givesN`3k/p, which Fig. 5~b! of Ref. 9 shows to
be aboutN` ~for Te5Ti!; a net overestimate ofNe increases
shielding and leads to an underestimate of bothRmax and
I /I OML(R.Rmax). Clearly, the error will be greater the lowe
the bias.12

Using Ni50 and Eqs.~24! and~25! in ~2!, and defining

u[ ln
r 2

r
, g[Fp

As2

k

lDi
2

R2

kTi

eFP
G2/3 eF

kTi
,

Poisson’s equation, and the boundary conditions impose
matching to the second layer, become

d2g

du2 5
e2u

Ag
, g5

dg

du
50 at u50 ~g}u4/3!.

From the numerical solution forg(u) one findsF(r ); the
boundary conditionF5FP at r 5R then yields

gF lnSA eFP

kTis2
D G5S p2s2

k2 D 1/3S lDi

R D 4/3S eFP

kTi
D 1/3

. ~26!

Using ~21! in ~26! determines a last relation
by

Ec

kTe
5a function of

Te

Ti
,
lDi

R
,
eFP

kTi
. ~27!

Equations ~158! and ~27! give I /I OML versus eFP /kTe ,
R/lDe, andTe /Ti .

The R5Rmax limit studied in Ref. 9 corresponds toEc

50, Eq. ~15! or ~158! then givingI 5I OML . Using ~16!, Eq.
~20! would readJenv(0)5JR(0) or r 0

2F05R2FP ~point 0 on
the diagonal of Fig. 1!; this condition, together with Eqs
~17!–~19!, determined s1 , eF1 /kTi , and eF0 /kTi

(5s1r 1
2/r 0

2) as functions of justTe /Ti . With m, l, and k
functions of Te /Ti too, Eq. ~27! gave Rmax/lDe versus
eFP /kTe andTe /Ti ~Fig. 7 in Ref. 9!.

For completeness, we now consider briefly the OML
gime (R/Rmax<1), which is naturally of less interest becau
the current is known,I 5I OML . For the non-OML conditions
we have studied until now, the potential profile below poin
in Fig. 1 @which was determined by the equationNi5Ne

with Jr* (E)5Jr(E) in ~5!# varied withJR* (E), and thus with
R/Rmax. In the OML regime, however, we haveJR* (E)
5JR(E), and thus a single profile throughout. AsR/Rmax

decreases from unity, point 0 just moves down on that p
ticular profile away from the diagonal, withR2FP /r 0

2F0 de-
creasing too. For specifiedTe /Ti and R2FP /r 0

2F0 values,
Eqs. ~17!–~19! would give s1 , eF1 /kTi , eF0 /kTi , and
r 1 /r 0 ; then ~22!, ~23!, and ~25! give m, l, and k. Finally,
using ~21! in ~26! would yield R2FP /r 0

2F0 versusR/lDe,
Te /Ti , andeFP /kTe .

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 3 shows eF0 /kTi , eF1 /kTi , r 1 /r 0 and
eFPRmax

2 /kTir1
2 ([s1Rmax

2 /R2) versusR/Rmax at Te /Ti51
and eFP /kTe51000; s1Rmax

2 /R2 was plotted becauses1

FIG. 3. Dimensionless ratios eF0 /kTi , eF1 /kTi , s1Rmax
2 /R2

[eFPRmax
2 /kTir1

2, and r 1 /r 0 vs R/Rmax, for Te /Ti51 and eFP /kTe

51000; results foreFP /kTe5300 and 3000 are quite similar.
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gets too large. As suggested by other results below, va
for eFP /kTe5300, 1000, and 3000 are quite close to ea
other. Actually, as noted in Sec. III, plots in Fig. 3 would b
fully eFP /kTe-independent ifI /I OML replacedR/Rmax.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! give I /I OML versusR/lDe for a few
values ofTe /Ti andeFP /kTe . Note that the dependence o
probe bias is indeed very weak. We also note that previ
asymptotic results on the limitR/lDe→`, at Te /Ti51,
showedI /I OML to approach a limit value that decreased w
increasingeFP /kTe ,13 ~I /I OML→1.29kTe /eFP , here being
0.075, 0.041, and 0.024 foreFP /kTe5300, 1000, and 3000
respectively!. Crossover points for the curves can be seen
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, however. The asymptotic ap

FIG. 4. Current ratioI /I OML vs R/lDe for a few values ofeFP /kTe and~a!
Te /Ti50.3 and 3,~b! Te /Ti51.
es
h

s

n

proach is very slow;13 as a check, we found a valueI /I OML

50.057 atR/lDe5393 for eFP /kTe51000, and atR/lDe

5209 for eFP /kTe53000.
Note that curves in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! can roughly be

obtained from each other by a horizontal displacement tha
Te /Ti-dependent. Hence, the dependence onR/lDe and
Te /Ti can be approximated by a simple law that should
useful for design considerations,

I

I OML
'GS R2Rmax

lDe
D5GS R

lDe
2R̃maxS Te

Ti
D D . ~28!

HereR̃max[Rmax/lDe is roughly a decreasing function of th
ratio Te /Ti , as determined in Ref. 9, andG is some univer-
sal function obtained from the figures@G(0)51, G decreas-
ing with increasing positive argument#. Writing the argument
of G as (R/Rmax21)3R̃max, it follows that I /I OML drops
faster withR/Rmax the higherR̃max, i.e., the lowerTe /Ti .
This can be seen clearly in Fig. 5, showingI /I OML versus
R/Rmax.

The present results lead to simple design conclusio
One might reasonably use tether radii over a sensible ra
beyondRmax; this range exceedslDe even if Rmax is well
below lDe ~the high-Te /Ti case!; in terms of the ratio
R/Rmax, the range increases rapidly with decreasingRmax.
These conclusions are relevant for standard application
bare tethers, which find a plasma with Debye length and
some degree, ratioTe /Ti , varying along the orbit. These
comments apply with even more force if the tether is us
for orbit raising or lowering due to the large variations
plasma density with altitude.

The conclusions may also serve in discussing the ef
of a plasma velocityU relative to the probe. This introduce
a new characteristic ion~ram! energy, which, for a tethe
orbiting in the F layer, where O1 is the dominant ion species
is large compared with the thermal energy,(1/2)miU

2

'4.5 eV@kTi;0.15 eV. Note that this is not the case
higher altitudes, where H1 ions are dominant—andU2 is
somewhat reduced. In the F-layer the unperturbed ion dis
bution function would be strongly nonisotropic, and the ele
tric field nonradial.

FIG. 5. Current ratioI /I OML vs R/Rmax for a few values ofeFP /kTe and
Te /Ti .
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The OML current law, however, is still valid, being in
dependent of both ion distribution function and cross-sec
shape@just replace 2R with perimeter/p in Eq. ~1!#;8 the
law does not require a rotationally symmetric potential.9 The
law just requires that the unperturbed electron distribut
function be isotropic, a condition well satisfied in our ca
with (1/2)meU

2!kTe ; the high-bias limit law~1! is spe-
cially robust: It holds independently of that particular isotr
pic distribution. The effect of a large ion ram energy wou
then be a change in the domain of validity for the OML la

We now recall thatI /I OML remains unity over some~and
close to unity over a much larger! parametric domain, mir-
roring the fact thatI OML /I th in ~1! is independent ofR/lDe

andTe /Ti . This means that one could alter substantiallyTi ,
or the probe cross section~keeping its perimeter!, thus fully
modifying the structure of the potential field, without reac
ing the boundary of the domain of OML validity, that i
with no current variation. This is a case quite the opposite
large spherical electron collectors as used in conductive t
ers previously flown. In predicting the new domain of vali
ity ~instead of an actual value forI! one might use crude
models if conservative, although definite conclusions on
point must wait for a more careful analysis

For the conditions of interest,eFP@(1/2)miU
2, ions

would be kept far away from the probe for all direction
with some ~angle-dependent! potential structure similar to
that shown in Fig. 1. In a crude model, one would ignore
nonthermal character of the ram energy, except for the
that it makes the ion characteristic energy angle-depend
In a plasma withTi;Te , one should have effective ion tem
peratureskTi(eff);(1/2)miU

2;30kTe on the windward side,
Ti(eff);Te on the lateral sides, and, as argued belo
Ti(eff);Te3A2kTe /miU

2;0.2Te , on the lee side. Figure
4~a!, showingI /I OML.0.95 atR5lDe, for Te /Ti as high as
3, then suggests that a probe of radiusR,lDe would collect
current close to the OML value. Our estimate forTi(eff) on
the lee side is based on the fact that, for other parame
fixed, the minimum distance reached by the ions,r 1 in Fig.
1, depends on the characteristic ion energy;9 we then took
n

n
,

.

-

f
h-

is

,

e
ct
nt.

,

rs

r 1;RAeFP /kTiATe /Ti for Te /Ti large or about unity,
from the zero-U, R5Rmax analysis of Ref. 9, andr 1~lee!
;r 1~lateral!3AmiU

2/2kTe from simple wake consider
ations.
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